
Fwd: DRI#696-M Fine Fettle Modifications

Hi Lucy and Alex,

My staff forwarded this to me, but wanted to make sure y’all received for the public record. 

Thanks,

Ben

---------- Forwarded message --------- 
From: Fine Fettle Martha's Vineyard Front Desk <mv@finefettle.com> 
Date: Tue, May 31, 2022 at 12:36 PM 
Subject: Fwd: DRI#696-M Fine Fettle Modifications 
To: Cory Ravelson <cravelson@finefettle.com>, Benjamin Zachs <bzachs@finefettle.com>, Michael Boyle <mboyle@finefettle.com> 
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(508) 687-0131
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facebook linkedin instagram

---------- Forwarded message --------- 
From: Christine Napolitan <chrisnapolitan@icloud.com> 
Date: Tue, May 31, 2022 at 11:49 AM 
Subject: DRI#696-M Fine Fettle Modifications 
To: <info@mvcommission.org> 
Cc: <mv@finefettle.com> 

 Dear Commissioners, 
As an abutter, I am writing to ask you to find that this request does not impact our community or neighborhood in any way. 

I would like you to consider these points: 
1) For those of us with medical marijuana licenses, they are the only way we can obtain our needed medication legally, given our
geographical location. In order for Fine Fettle to provide this much needed service, they should be able to make a profit to keep their
business viable in other ways. We should not inhibit their ability to make a profit, as well.  
2) As an abutter, I have never witnessed the parking lot to be more than 1/3 full, since the facility opened, so I see no impact to traffic 
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beyond the original application . 
3) This dispensary generates virtually no noise or other disturbance to the community. 
4) There is much more traffic generated by other businesses in this neighborhood , i.e.,Cronigs Market,  M.V. Bank, Vineyard Gardens,
Conroy Apothecary, so a few more cars a couple of more hours a day would hardly be noticeable at this location.  

Thank you for taking your time to consider my thoughts, 
Christine Napolitan 
P. O. Box 424 
14 Oak Knoll Road 
West Tisbury MA 02575
chrisnapolitan@ iCloud.com
--  
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